Application for supply of water

Ref No.                                            Dated

To
The Development Commissioner,
Cochin Special Economic Zone,
Kakkanad, Kochi – 37.

Sir,

Sub: Application for supply of Industrial Water.

We hereby request you to supply KL of water per day at the rate as fixed by KITCO and CSEZ Administration.

Name of Unit :

Location :

Water requirement (per day) :

Deposit Amount :

Water meter make & capacity:
Standby meter make & Capacity :

Size of connecting pipe :
No. of connections Required :

We undertake to abide the terms and conditions prescribed by CSEZ Administration and KITCO and make an agreement in this regard with CSEZ.

Yours faithfully,

Signature of CEO
Name & Designation

(To be completed by KITCO)

Certified that the deposit amount has been collected from the unit. Their application is therefore recommended for acceptance by CSEZ.

Authorized signatory of KITCO